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Introduction
Changes in the regulation and expression of key molecules of 

the actin cytoskeleton contribute in a major way to differences 

between metastatic and non-metastatic cancer cells (Condeelis 

et al., 2005). Cofi lin, and its regulatory proteins, are differen-

tially expressed and regulated in metastatic cancer cells and 

the activity status of the cofi lin pathway is directly correlated 

with metastasis in mammary tumors (Wang et al., 2004, 2006, 

2007a,b). Cofi lin is a small ubiquitous protein (�19 kD) that 

is able to bind both monomeric (G) and fi lamentous (F) actin 

(Maciver and Hussey, 2002; Ono, 2007). By severing actin 

fi laments, cofi lin increases the number of fi lament ends for 

polymerization and depolymerization (Ichetovkin et al., 2002; 

Andrianantoandro and Pollard, 2006; Yamaguchi and Condeelis, 

2007). Cofilin can be regulated through different upstream 

effectors; LIM 1 and 2, and TES 1 and 2 kinases phosphory-

late cofi lin on the serine 3 residue, thus rendering it inactive 

(Mizuno et al., 1994; Okano et al., 1995; Toshima et al., 2001); 

whereas type 1, 2A, 2B, slingshot, and chronophin phospha-

tases dephosphorylate cofi lin (Meberg et al., 1998; Ambach 

et al., 2000; Niwa et al., 2002; Zhan et al., 2003; Gohla et al., 

2005). In addition, cofi lin is inhibited when bound to phospha-

tydalinositol-4,5-bisphosphate (PIP2) (Yonezawa et al., 1990, 

1991). In vivo studies suggest that in metastatic tumor cells, 

PLC-mediated hydrolysis of PIP2 can release cofi lin from this 

complex, thereby activating it (Kassis et al., 1999; Mouneimne 

et al., 2004).

Cofi lin is a key player in regulating the dynamics of the 

actin cytoskeleton of migrating cells both in vivo and in vitro. 

Cultured cells with low cofi lin levels show defects in actin 

polymerization and depolymerization (Mouneimne et al., 2004, 

2006; Hotulainen et al., 2005). The direct stimulation of cofi lin 

by uncaging in vivo demonstrates that the local activation of 

 cofi lin causes free barbed end formation, and can defi ne the site 

of actin polymerization, protrusion, and cell direction (Ghosh 

et al., 2004). Consistently, PLC and cofi lin are required for the 

initiation of protrusions toward an EGF gradient (Mouneimne 

et al., 2004, 2006). All of these considerations suggest that co-

fi lin is a key regulator of directional migration, chemotaxis, and 

cell polarity.

The ability of cofi lin to affect actin dynamics specifi cally 

at the leading edge is amplifi ed by two factors. First, cofi lin 
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sitivity of the cell surface to EGF stimulation, demonstrat-

ing that to chemotax effi ciently, a cell must be able to 

respond to chemotactic stimulation at any region on its 
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and turning frequency were related to the re-localization 

of Arp2/3 complex to one pole of the cell upon suppres-

sion of cofi lin expression.
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activity is spatially restricted at the leading edge because this 

is the only region in crawling mammalian cells where fil-

aments are not saturated with tropomyosin; filaments con-

taining tropomyosin are resistant to cofi lin severing, thereby 

concentrating the activity of cofilin to the leading edge 

(DesMarais et al., 2002; Gupton et al., 2005). Second, co-

fi lin severs actin fi laments to generate free barbed ends which 

elongate forming newly polymerized fi laments that are pre-

ferred by Arp2/3 complex for dendritic nucleation. Cofi lin 

stimulates Arp2/3 activity by producing these fi lament ends 

(Ichetovkin et al., 2002). This synergistic amplifi cation of 

Arp2/3 complex’s dendritic nucleation activity by cofi lin has 

been observed both in vitro (Ichetovkin et al., 2002) and 

in vivo (DesMarais et al., 2004). This synergy may explain the 

location and the bias of the dendritic nucleation activity of 

Arp2/3 complex toward the barbed ends of newly polymerized 

fi laments (Carlier et al., 1997; Bailly et al., 1999; Ichetovkin 

et al., 2002).

In this study, we investigated the effects of inhibiting the 

expression of cofi lin in mammary tumor cells. Our goal was to 

determine the cofi lin knockdown phenotype in enough detail to 

understand the role of cofi lin in protrusion dynamics, including 

the effects of cofi lin on stability and directionality of lamelli-

podial protrusions in metastatic cells in particular.

Results
Cofi lin is the dominant isoform compared with the actin de-

polymerizing factor (ADF) in several cells (Hotulainen et al., 

2005), including MTLn3 cells (Wang et al., 2004, 2006). To sup-

press cofi lin expression we used siRNA that specifi cally targets 

cofi lin, but not ADF. Using this sequence, Western blot analysis 

showed that the cofi lin levels were lowered by an average of 

95% in MTLn3 cells, as compared with control (oligofectamine 

only) treated cells at 36 h after transfection (Fig. 1 A); reversion 

to normal levels was observed by 96 h (Mouneimne et al., 2004). 

Because the antibody used for Western blotting in these experi-

ments recognizes both cofi lin and ADF, the small amount of pro-

tein remaining in cells after the siRNA treatment is consistent 

with the small amount of ADF relative to cofi lin. We tested two 

other siRNA sequences as negative controls: a scrambled ver-

sion of the cofi lin siRNA, and a non-silencing bacterial siRNA, 

which does not have target sequences in MTLn3 cells. Using 

Western blotting and immunofl uorescence, both siRNAs did not 

cause any change in the cofi lin expression levels, whereas the 

cofi lin siRNA signifi cantly reduced cofi lin expression (Fig. 1).

Control, scrambled, and bacterial siRNA treated cells 

(Fig. 1 C, a, c, and d, respectively) showed similar morphology 

to that of untreated cells, whereas cofi lin siRNA treated cells 

Figure 1. Suppression of cofi lin using siRNA. (A) Western blotting 
of whole cell lysates of cells treated with the different siRNAs, blot-
ted for cofi lin. The western was repeated four times, and the corre-
sponding quantifi cation is shown in B. (C) representative fi gures of 
(a) control cells (treated with oligofectamine only), (b) cells treated 
with cofi lin siRNA, (c) cells treated with scrambled siRNA, and 
(d) cells treated with non-silencing bacterial siRNA. Bar, 10 μm. 
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(referred to hereafter as CF KD) exhibited an elongated mor-

phology (Fig. 1 C, b). Using FACS analysis, we also tested the 

viability of the control and CF KD cells and found that at 36 h 

after siRNA transfection, the majority of cells were viable (un-

published data). Therefore, all further experiments reported in 

the paper were performed 36 h after siRNA transfection, when 

maximum suppression of cofilin expression was observed 

(Fig. 1 B). It is important to note that suppression of cofi lin did not 

affect the expression of other factors that are important in the 

regulation of the actin cytoskeleton, such as WAVE 2 and N-WASP 

expression (Fig. S1, C and D; available at http://www.jcb.org/cgi/

content/full/jcb.200707009/DC1).

Cofi lin siRNA knockdown cells are 
characterized by an elongated shape and an 
increase in F-actin–containing structures
To investigate the effect of CF KD on the morphology of MTLn3 

cells, we examined the ratio of length to width (L/W) of control 

Figure 2. Cofi lin siRNA knockdown cells are elongated and show changes in F-actin structures. (A) Method of length/width (L/W) measurement. Length was 
scored as Feret’s diameter, which is the longest distance between any two points along the boundary, black line; width is the secondary axis of the best fi t 
ellipse of the selected cell, white line. (B) quantifi cation of the L/W ratio of (a) control cells transfected with either (b) scrambled or (c) non-silencing bacterial 
siRNAs, (d) CF KD cells, (e) cofi lin siRNA and human cofi lin plasmid cotransfected cells, and (f) cofi lin siRNA and control plasmid cotransfected cells. Number of 
cells scored: control (136), scrambled (67), non-silencing bacterial (51), CF KD cells (123), CF KD + rescue plasmid (51), CF KD + control plasmid (38) 
cells. *, P < 0.001; **, P < 0.001. (C) control and CF KD cells were subdivided into three categories depending on their actin structures as stained with 
rhodamine-phalloidin. Cells in each group, were compared with the examples shown in panel, and were subdivided according to the following criteria: cells 
exhibiting normal F-actin (asterisk; cells exhibiting prominent F-actin, showing an increase in the thickness and number of stress fi bers as compared with cells with 
normal F-actin (arrows); and cells exhibiting F-actin aggregates (arrows in magnifi ed inset mark F-actin aggregates). Bar, 10 μm. (D) cells were double-blind 
scored as explained in C, and presented as percentage of total. Number of cells scored: control (87), CF KD (67). (E) Total F-actin levels of control (n = 69) 
and CF KD (n = 67) cells. Results shown here and throughout the paper are the average of cells collected from at least three experiments.
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and siRNA-treated cells. CF KD cells exhibited a two- to three-

fold increase in L/W ratio (Fig. 2 B) compared to control cells. 

The scrambled and non-silencing bacterial siRNA showed simi-

lar L/W ratio as control cells. Next, we transfected the CF KD 

cells with a human cofi lin plasmid that is not targeted by our 

siRNA sequence, or a control plasmid, and scored their L/W ratio. 

The cells transfected with the human cofi lin rescue plasmid had 

WT-like morphology, whereas the cells transfected with the 

control plasmid showed high L/W ratio characteristic of CF KD 

cells, demonstrating that the elongated phenotype was due to 

cofi lin suppression. Furthermore, shape analysis performed with 

the DIAS software demonstrated that the maximum length and 

perimeter of CF KD cells were almost twice that of control cells, 

while roundness was signifi cantly reduced. These changes were 

rescued by expression of the human cofi lin plasmid (Table I).

Previous studies have shown that overexpression of consti-

tutively active LIM-kinase changes F-actin organization in MTLn3 

cells, causing the formation of more prominent F-actin fi bers and 

F-actin aggregates (Zebda et al., 2000). To determine if the CF KD 

cells exhibit a similar phenotype, cells were fi xed, stained using 

rhodamine-phalloidin, and divided into three categories as de-

scribed previously (Zebda et al., 2000) according to the structure 

of their actin cytoskeleton. Cells were double-blind scored, where 

control cells were compared with control cells, and CF KD cells 

were compared with other CF KD cells (representative cells from 

each group exhibiting the different F-actin categories are shown in 

Fig. 2 C). CF KD cells had more prominent F-actin fi bers and 

more F-actin aggregates (Fig. 2 C, white arrows) compared to 

control cells (Fig. 2, C and D). These results are consistent with 

the observations reported by Zebda et al. (2000), thus showing 

that lowering either cofi lin expression or activity yields the same 

result. Recent reports have also shown that siRNA suppression of 

cofi lin in NIH3T3 and mouse neuroblastoma cells led to an accu-

mulation of F-actin, increase in thickness of stress fi bers, and 

decrease in actin stress fi ber turnover as measured by FRAP 

(Hotulainen et al., 2005). Our analysis showed that CF KD caused 

a signifi cant (P = 0.0024) increase in the total F-actin levels, pre-

sumably resulting from the loss of actin depolymerization by 

cofi lin and hence accumulation of F-actin (Fig. 2 E).

Cofi lin knockdown increases the 
directionality and decreases the turning 
frequency of MTLn3 cells
Because of the importance of cofi lin in actin-based protru-

sions, we studied the effects of CF KD on MTLn3 cell motility. 

Using time-lapse microscopy, control and CF KD cells were 

imaged and the corresponding videos were analyzed using DIAS 

(Videos 1–3, available at http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/

jcb.200707009/DC1). Centroid plot analysis, which shows the 

position of the centroids of cells traced at consecutive time 

 intervals, showed that CF KD cells followed a more linear path 

compared to the random walking path, typical of MTLn3 cells 

and control cells (Fig. 3 A). Additionally, stacked perimeter 

plots revealed that CF KD cells translocated at least fi ve to six 

cell body lengths in 45 min in comparison to control cells, 

which traversed only one to two cell body lengths. Consistent 

with this analysis, CF KD cells also showed signifi cant dif-

ferences in both total and net path lengths (Fig. 3, C and D). 

Consequently, directionality, which is the ratio of net to total path 

length, was also signifi cantly higher in CF KD cells (Fig. 3 E). 

Expression of the WT(∆H) cofi lin plasmid rescued this phenotype 

by reducing directionality to control levels (Fig. 2, A–D; avail-

able at http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200707009/DC1). 

These results strongly suggest that MTLn3 cells with lower cofi lin 

levels are more directional than the control cells.

To pursue this, the direction change and persistence (speed/

direction change) parameters were determined using DIAS. 

 Results demonstrated that CF KD cells have lower direction change 

and are simultaneously more persistent in their movement than 

control cells (Fig. 3, G and H). The frequency of turning was 

calculated as the angle between the trajectories that the cells 

were projected to follow between consecutive frames if they 

moved in a straight path, and the actual path they followed 

during the time lapse (Fig. 3, cartoon). Analysis showed that 

CF KD cells had a signifi cantly lower turning frequency than 

control cells (Fig. 3 I). Consistent with their higher directionality, 

CF KD cells also had higher cell migration velocities than con-

trol cells because they tended to more effi ciently cover distance 

due to less frequent turns (Fig. 3 F). Overall, similar results were 

obtained whether cell movements were imaged for 45 min, 4 h, 

or 12 h, indicating that subtle changes in cell shape do not con-

tribute to the analysis of directionality, persistence, and turning 

frequency (unpublished data).

In support of the CF KD phenotype in MTLn3 cells, analy-

sis of LIMK overexpressing MTLn3 (F) cells showed that these 

cells have an elongated morphology and enhanced directionality 

similar to CF KD cells (Fig. S3, A–E; available at http://www

.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200707009/DC1). F cells also showed 

a directional motility behavior similar to the CF KD cells (Fig. S3, 

B, D, and d) when compared with control cells (Fig. S3, C and c) 

Table I. Expression of the human cofi lin plasmid can rescue the phentotypic changes seen in CF KD cells

Maximum lengtha 
(𝛍m)

Perimeter 
(𝛍m/min)

Roundednessb 
(%)

Area 
(𝛍m2)

Control 52.16 ± 0.97 148.28 ± 3.2 73.68 ± 1.32 1,285.35 ± 46.71

Cofi lin siRNA knockdown 99.33 ± 6.2 257.02 ± 15.13 32.87 ± 3.18 1,272.26 ± 37.13

Cofi lin siRNA knockdown plus WT (∆H) cofi lin 50.04 ± 2.16 137.18 ± 5.13 74.80 ± 2.14 1,111.87 ± 67.44

DIAS analysis was carried to quantify shape parameters for control, CF KD cells, and CF KD cells + WT(∆H) cofi lin plasmid.
aMaximum length is the distance between the farthest points on the cell boundary.
bRoundedness is a measure of how effi ciently a given amount of perimeter encloses an area (a circle has 100% roundedness; a straight line has 0%). Number of 
cells scored: control (35), CF KD (31) and cofi lin CF KD + WT (∆H) (19). Numbers are signifi cantly different (P < 0.0001) between control and CF KD groups, and 
between CF KD and CF KD+WT(∆H) cofi lin groups, for all parameters except for the area measurement.
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and cells expressing the kinase-dead domain of LIMK (KS) 

(Fig. S3, E and e). This illustrates that inactivating cofi lin has the 

same general phenotype as reducing its expression.

Cofi lin knockdown phenotype in 
mesenchymal-like non metastatic tumor 
cells is different from that in metastatic 
tumor cells
Using the same siRNA, we were able to knockdown cofi lin 

levels �80% in MTC, nonmetastatic mammary adenocarcinoma 

cells (Fig. 4, A and B). MTC cells have a mesenchymal (fi bro-

blast-like) type of motility exhibiting a well-developed unipolar 

leading edge with a large amount of F-actin and a characteristic 

rectilinear movement (Shestakova et al., 1999). Suppression of 

cofi lin in MTC cells led to the formation of multipolar lamelli-

podia (Fig. 4, C–F) and caused a decrease in the directionality 

of migration consistent with the appearance of multiple lamelli-

podia (Fig. 4, F–H). These results suggest that cofi lin is involved in 

the maintenance of directionality of migration in mesenchymal-

like non-metastatic tumor cells, like that previously described 

for fi broblasts (Dawe et al., 2003), as compared with decreasing 

directionality by increasing turning frequency in metastatic 

amoeboid type tumor cells as described above for MTLn3 

cells (Fig. 3, C–I).

Figure 3. Cofi lin knockdown cells exhibit directional migration. (A) Centroid plots of representative control and CF KD cells show the trajectory of cells 
over time (4 h), analyzed using DIAS. Black dots represent path of cells over time (centroid). (B) Perimeter plots of cells in A shown as a stack of the shapes 
of the cells as they move over time. (C–H) Quantifi cation of the motility parameters. Net path length is the net distance that the cells traversed from the fi rst 
to the last frame; total path length is the total distance traversed by cells over time; directionality is the ratio of net to total path length, and persistence is 
the instantaneous velocity divided by direction change. Cartoon: quantifi cation method of the turning frequency (degree of turning) of cells. Solid lines rep-
resent the path followed by cells between frames (every 10 min), and the broken lines represent the imaginary straight path, the cells would have followed 
if they did not turn. The angle of turning calculated is the angle between the followed path and the imaginary straight one. For C–H, number of cells scored: 
control (17), CF KD (16). (I) is the average of (11) control and (12) CF KD cells.
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CF KD increases the persistence and 
stability, and decreases both the frequency 
and rate, of protrusions in MTLn3 cells
To understand the contributions of changes in protrusion to the 

phenotype observed in metastatic tumor cells following CF KD, 

we measured the protrusion dynamics in control and CF KD cells. 

Using shape and kymograph analysis we found that the protru-

sions in CF KD cells were concentrated in just a few areas of the 

cell membrane, whereas in control cells protrusions were observed 

with equal frequency around the entire perimeter of the cell 

(Fig. 5 A). Using DIAS, we followed protrusions (green) and re-

tractions (red) in time-lapse videos (Fig. 5 B, arrows) and deter-

mined the frequency and persistence of these events. CF KD cells 

had more persistent but less frequent protrusions than control cells 

(Fig. 5, C and D). Additionally, the number of protrusions lasting 

for 10 min was similar in both groups; whereas CF KD cells tend to 

have more protrusions lasting for longer time intervals (Fig. 5 E).

Using kymography, we found that CF KD cells have pro-

trusions of approximately the same size as control cells (Fig. 5 G) 

but that are more persistent (Fig. 5 I) and with lower velocities 

(Fig. 5, F and H). Expression of the WT(∆H) cofi lin plasmid in 

CF KD cells was able to rescue these changes seen in CF KD 

cells (Fig. S2, E–G; available at http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/

full/jcb.200707009/DC1). Combined, these results suggest that 

cofi lin is important in inducing the formation of globally dis-

tributed protrusions with higher velocity in MTLn3 cells, and in 

helping to turn over the protrusions once formed.

Cofi lin knockdown in MTLn3 cells inhibits 
chemotaxis by desensitizing the cell 
perimeter to directional stimulation
Amoeboid chemotaxis is a hallmark of metastatic mammary 

 tumor cells like MTLn3 (Wyckoff et al., 2007). Thus, we studied 

the EGF-induced motility and chemotaxis of CF KD MTLn3 

Figure 4. Cofi lin knockdown changes the motility 
behavior of MTC cells. (A) Western blot of whole cell 
lysate samples taken from MTC cells treated either 
with oligofectamine (control), or cofi lin siRNA (CF KD). 
(B) quantifi cation of the levels of cofi lin in MTC cells 
treated with cofi lin siRNA. (C and D) phase images of 
control and CF KD MTC cells. Bar, 10 μm. (E) L/W of 
control and CF KD MTC cells; number of cells scored: con-
trol (197) and CF KD (178). F, scoring of the degree 
of polarity of MTLn3 and MTC cells. Cells were scored 
as shown in the cartoon on the right, and presented as 
percentage of total cells scored (n = 350 cells/group). 
(G and H) quantifi cation of the motility parameters 
(using DIAS). G, direction change (deg); H, directionality; 
8 control and CF KD cells were scored. A–F were ana-
lyzed at 36 h after siRNA transfection. 
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cells because EGF is a well-documented chemotactic stimulus 

in these cells (Mouneimne et al., 2004, 2006). Control and CF KD 

cells were starved for 3–4 h, and then were bath stimulated 

with 5 nM EGF. F-actin accumulation at the leading edge 

(Fig. 6, A and B), and the rate of protrusion were suppressed 

in CF KD cells (Fig. 6 C; Fig. S4, and Videos 4–6; available 

at http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200707009/DC1). 

The  ini tial rate of lamellipod protrusion was rescued in CF KD 

cells that were cotransfected with the human cofi lin plasmid 

(Fig. 6 C; Fig. S4 and Videos 4–6). These results are consistent 

with the lower turning rate of CF KD cells because lamellipod 

extension is a first step in the assignment of cell direction 

(Mouneimne et al., 2004) and fewer lamellipods per time might 

decrease turn ing frequency.

We used tropomyosin staining to determine if loss of 

cofi lin perturbs or abolishes the lamellipodial actin network 

without affecting the lamellar network. Previous reports using 

quantitative fl uorescent speckle microscopy in migrating epi-

thelial cells found that there are two distinct F-actin regions; the 

lamellipodium which consists of a dynamic F-actin network and 

has high concentrations of Arp2/3 complex and cofi lin, and the 

lamella which has myosin II and tropomyosin (Gupton et al., 2005). 

Figure 5. Importance of cofi lin to the dynamics of protrusions in MTLn3 cells. (A) shape analysis of representative control, and CF KD cells, taken from a 
time lapse recorded over 4 h (y-axis), shown as unwrapped stacked shapes of cells. Unwrapping was done by angle conversion (x-axis) (see Materials and 
methods). (B) Tabular display of representative control and CF KD cells. Centroid of cells (black), protrusions (green), retractions (red), and direction 
of movement (arrow). Consecutive frames are shown as out takes from videos recorded over 4 h (time between frames shown is 4 min). Frequency (C), 
persistence (D), and lifetime (E) of protrusions were calculated by analyzing the protrusions (green) of cells like ones in B. C, frequency of protrusions 
(protrusions/min); D average persistence of these protrusions; E, quantifi cation of the number of protrusions lasting for different time intervals. Number of 
protrusions analyzed in C: control (258) and CF KD cells, (327). For D and E, (13) cells were analyzed. F, phase images of control and CF KD cells. Bar, 
10 μm. Two representative kymographs of control (a and b) and CF KD (c and d) are shown. ∆X = persistence of protrusions, ∆Y = Distance of protrusions, 
and ∆Y1/∆X1 = protrusion velocity (rate). (G–I) Quantifi cation of the dynamics of protrusions as measured by kymographs. Number of cells analyzed in 
G: Control (19 cells, 106 measurements), and CF KD (26 cells, 107 measurements). For H and I, number of cells analyzed: control (21 cells, 105 measurements), 
and CF KD (26 cells, 126 measurements).
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Tropomyosin has been shown to be a useful marker for distin-

guishing the lamellipod and lamella compartments (DesMarais 

et al., 2002). In this context, we analyzed the localization of 

tropomyosin, and found that CF KD did not abolish the lamelli-

pod compartment (Fig. S4, B and C), consistent with previous 

work indicating that cofi lin alone is not responsible for lamelli-

pod formation (Mouneimne et al., 2004).

The ability of local activation of cofi lin to initiate protru-

sion as described previously (Ghosh et al., 2004), and the re-

quirement of cofi lin for cell turning as described here, suggest 

that cofilin activity is required for protrusion which in turn is 

required for turning, i.e., setting cell direction. In other words, 

to chemotax effi ciently a cell must be able to respond to chemo-

tactic stimulation at any region on its surface and to turn in 

response to changes in direction of the chemotactic stimulus. 

To investigate this, cells were divided into front and back, as 

defi ned by the position of the pipette. In control cells this was 

random because there was no fi xed front and back, whereas in 

CF KD cells the front of the cell was taken as the leading edge 

of the elongated cells (Fig. 6 D). Control cells exhibited similar 

sensitivity on all sides of the cell toward a pipette delivering a 

gradient of EGF (Fig. 6 E). However, CF KD cells were only 

able to protrude toward the pipette when it was at the front of 

the cell, but retracted away from the pipette when stimulated at 

the back (Fig. 6 E). These results indicate that cofi lin is required 

for the ability of a cell to protrude uniformly around its periph-

ery when stimulated with EGF.

The elongated phenotype of CF KD cells was intriguing 

in its resemblance to the elongated cell shape resulting from the 

enrichment of myosin II in the uropods of streaming Dictyostelium 

Figure 6. Cofi lin knockdown suppresses EGF-induced F-actin assembly and protrusion at the leading edge and the ability of the cells to chemotaxis. 
(A) representative control and CF KD GFP-actin expressing MTLn3 cells, over a range of 6 min; 0 min (no stimulation), 120 s and 360 s (after EGF stimulation). 
Arrows refer to global response along the membrane in the control panel compared with localized response mainly at the leading edge in the CF KD cells. 
Bar, 10 μm. (B) Quantifi cation of F-actin levels at the leading edge after EGF stimulation. (C) Quantifi cation of membrane protrusion, of control, CF KD 
cells, and CF KD cells + WT(∆H) cofi lin plasmid, after EGF stimulation (standardized over time 0). Number of cells analyzed: B, 15 cells; C, at least 21 
cells/group. (D) Cartoon showing the pipette assay technique, and method of calculation of the chemotactic index. Chemotactic index is calculated as 
the cosine of the angle that is formed between the vector connecting the fi rst and last centroid of the stimulated cells, and the vector between the fi rst cen-
troid and the tip of the pipette. E, quantifi cation of the chemotactic indices of at least 11 cells/ category (control-front, control-back, CF KD-front, and 
CF KD-back). Cells were either stimulated at the front leading edge or at the back as determined by their shape and the presence of the pipette. *, 
P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01.
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cells and migrating neutrophils (Zhang et al., 2002). Polarized 

myosin II localization to the uropod has been hypothesized to 

specify the rear of the cell and antagonize protrusion activity 

there. To investigate if myosin II is localized to the rear of CF KD 

cells thereby causing the elongation and unipolar protrusion 

phenotype, we stained CF KD MTLn3 cells for myosin IIA and 

IIB isoforms. As shown in Fig. S5 (available at http://www.jcb.org/

cgi/content/full/jcb.200707009/DC1), myosin II is uniformly 

distributed in control and slightly concentrated in the front of 

CF KD cells. No accumulation of myosin II was detected in the 

rear of these elongated cells, and there was no difference between 

total myosin II levels between control and CF KD cells. Thus, the 

phenotype of CF KD cells could not be explained by myosin II 

accumulation at the rear of the cells.

Cofi lin knockdown causes relocalization of 
Arp2/3 to one side of MTLn3 cells
Because cofi lin generates newly polymerized actin fi laments 

that are preferred for dendritic nucleation by the Arp2/3 com-

plex in vitro (Ichetovkin et al., 2002), we investigated whether 

CF KD produced any change in the localization of the Arp2/3 

complex in the cell. Interestingly, our results showed that CF KD 

led to the asymmetric localization of the Arp2/3 complex to the 

front of the elongated cell (Fig. 7, A and B). These results also 

showed that in control cells the level of Arp2/3 complex is the 

same in randomly chosen front and back regions.

To determine if the asymmetric distribution of Arp2/3 

complex in CF KD cells contributed to their elongated shape and 

directional migration, we suppressed the expression of Arp2/3 

complex by siRNA knock down of the p34 subunit. This is suffi -

cient to decrease the expression of other subunits of the complex 

(Fig. S1, F–H) and the activity of the complex (Kempiak et al., 

2003). Although p34 knockdown (referred to hereafter as Arp KD) 

did not affect the shape and directionality of control cells, Arp 

KD reverted the elongated shape and directionality of CF KD 

cells to control levels (Fig. 8, A, B, and E–H).

Additionally, we studied the rate of protrusion, stimulated 

by 5 nM EGF, of Arp KD and DB KD cells (CF KD in which 

p34 is also knocked down) and found that both types of treat-

ments generated cells that show signifi cant decreases in their 

protrusion in response to EGF (Fig. 8 C). However, Arp KD and 

DB KD cells were still able to protrude. The observation of pro-

trusion activity in Arp KD and DB KD cells is consistent with 

previous work showing that Arp3-siRNA treated cells are still 

able to generate protrusions and migrate (Di Nardo et al., 2005) 

and the ability of p34 knockdown cells to protrude lamellipodia 

in MTLn3 cells in particular (unpublished data).

DIAS analysis of movies of DB KD cells (in serum) also 

showed reversion to the normal random-walking motility be-

havior and turning frequency of MTLn3 cells similar to that 

seen in control cells (Fig. 8, E–H) suggesting that Arp2/3 com-

plex contributes to the directionality and decreased turning fre-

quency seen in CF KD cells. Arp KD and DB KD cells also 

showed lowered cell migration velocities indicating that opti-

mum cell migration requires the Arp2/3 complex (Fig. 8 G). 

Interestingly, Arp KD and DB KD cells did not show an increase 

in prominent F-actin structures like that seen in CF KD cells but 

had a signifi cant increase in F-actin aggregates compared with 

control cells, suggesting that F-actin dynamics are altered in 

Arp KD cells (Fig. 8 D).

Using kymography, we found that the absence of Arp2/3 

complex produced a slight decrease in protrusion velocity com-

pared with CF KD cells (Fig. 8 I), whereas protrusions from both 

Arp KD and DBKD cells were more persistent (Fig. 8 K) and 

larger (Fig. 8 J) than in control or CF KD cells. This latter result 

is consistent with increased protrusion size seen in MTLn3 cells 

resulting from activation of mDia proteins after inhibition of 

Arp2/3 complex activity (unpublished data).

Effects of activated Rac on the cofi lin 
knock down phenotype
Regulation of the actin cytoskeleton by the Rho family of 

GTPases is an important factor in the regulation of cell protru-

sion dynamics (Nobes and Hall, 1995). By pull-down assays in 

CF KD cells, we found that there was no change in the activity 

of the Rho GTPases (unpublished data). Previous work on MTLn3 

Figure 7. Cofi lin knockdown causes relocal-
ization of Arp2/3 to the front of the elongated 
MTLn3 cells. (A) Arp2/3 staining of control, 
and CF KD cells. Insets show the front (f) and 
the back (b) at higher magnifi cation; asterisks 
represent the regions that are shown in the 
magnifi ed images and white arrows refer to the 
leading edge of the cell. Bar, 10 μm. (B) 1-pixel-
line intensity analysis of Arp2/3 complex stain-
ing in (30) control and (30) CF KD cells; **, 
P < 0.001. The front and back, were defi ned 
by drawing a line through the geometrical 
center of the cell. The regions were assigned 
randomly for control cells due lack of polarized 
shape, while for CF KD cells, the front was 
assigned to the leading edge of the cell, and 
the back was assigned to the tail of the cell 
(the end being geometrically opposite to the 
leading edge of the cell).
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cells has shown that constitutively active Rac results in global 

lamellipod protrusion (El-Sibai et al., 2007), and that Rac is not 

required for the initiation of protrusions, but is for lamellipodial 

stability (Yip et al., 2007). Thus, we investigated if constitu-

tively active Rac is able to affect the shape and motility pheno-

types observed in CF KD cells. We found that the transfection 

of CF KD cells with a constitutively active Rac plasmid (GFP-

RacQ61L) rescued their elongated phenotype (Fig. 9, A and B). 

Cells expressing the plasmid had lower length to width ratio 

(Fig. 9 B, red arrowheads) than CF KD cells that were not 

 expressing the plasmid (Fig. 9 B, white arrowheads) resulting 

from the return to apolar protrusion activity. CF KD cells express-

ing the Rac mutant also showed reversion of the increase in speed 

seen in CF KD cells consistent with the renewed ability to pro-

trude in all directions. GFP-RacQ61L expression increased the 

size and persistence of protrusions beyond that resulting from 

CF KD (Fig. 9, C and E) consistent with previous fi ndings that 

Rac stabilizes protrusions in MTLn3 cells (Yip et al., 2007). 

In addition, the affects of activated Rac on the behavior of CF KD 

cells is consistent with a role for Arp2/3 complex in the motility 

phenotypes of CF KD cells.

Discussion
In an effort to understand the role of cofilin in protrusion 

dynamics, including the effects of cofi lin on the stability and 

directionality of lamellipodial protrusion in metastatic cells in 

particular, we used siRNA to suppress the expression of cofi lin. 

We found that cofi lin suppression leads to the inhibition of actin 

polymerization, rate of protrusion and an increase in F-actin and 

its aggregation inside cells. These results are consistent with 

previous cofi lin siRNA studies in other cell types (Hotulainen 

et al., 2005), and in MTLn3 cells    (Zebda et al., 2000; Mouneimne 

et al., 2004). Further analysis showed that lamellipodial protru-

sions extend slowly but are more stable in the absence of cofi lin. 

The Arp2/3 complex in cofilin suppressed cells was local-

ized toward one end of the cell, consistent with their ability to 

protrude and move in only one direction. Knockdown of the 

Arp2/3 complex and expression of constitutively active Rac 

in CF KD cells suggest that Arp2/3 complex contributes to the 

CF KD phenotype

Cofi lin, cell morphology, and directional 
migration in tumor cells
Our results support the involvement of cofi lin in the initiation of 

lamellipodial protrusion and stability. Our results that cofi lin 

suppression decreases the frequency and rate of protrusion but 

increases stability are consistent with the fi nding in Drosophila S2 

cells, plated on concanavalin A, that suppression of cofi lin in-

creases lamellipodial stability (Iwasa and Mullins, 2007). However, 

Figure 8. Arp2/3 complex is required for the shape and direction of 
migration of metastatic MTLn3 cells. (A) Representative images of control (i), 
CF KD (ii), Arp KD (iii), and DB KD (iv). Bar, 10 μm. (B) Quantifi cation of 
the L/W of the groups in A. Number of cells scored: control (151), CF KD 
(214), Arp KD (62), and DB KD (203). (C) Quantifi cation of membrane 
protrusion after EGF stimulation. Number of cells analyzed: control (24), 
CF KD (27), Arp KD (21), DB KD (23). (D) F-actin analysis, done as shown 
in Fig. 2. Quantifi cation of the motility parameters: (E) centroid plots; 
(F) cell migration velocity and (G) directionality (using DIAS). For F and G, 
number of cells scored: control (35), CF KD cells (32), Arp KD (6), and 
DB KD (14). (H) Quantifi cation of the turning frequency; number of cells 
scored: control (30), CF KD (30), Arp KD (20) and DB KD (20). (I–K) Quan-
tifi cation of the dynamics of protrusions as measured by kymography; num-
ber of cells analyzed in I: Control (19 cells, 106 measurements), CF KD 

(26 cells, 107 measurements), Arp KD (15 cells, 81 measurements), and 
DB KD (12 cells, 109 measurements). For J and K, number of cells ana-
lyzed: control (21 cells, 105 measurements), CF KD (26 cells, 126 mea-
surements), and (12 cells, 123 measurements) for both Arp and DB KD 
groups. In I and K, the groups at the underlined asterisk are each signifi -
cantly different from the control group. In J, Arp and DB KD are both differ-
ent from both control and CF KD.
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unlike the requirement in S2 cells for the Arp2/3 complex 

(Rogers et al., 2003) but not cofi lin in lamellipodial protrusion 

(Iwasa and Mullins, 2007), MTLn3 cells, like embryonic fi bro-

blasts (Di Nardo et al., 2005), do not have an absolute require-

ment for Arp2/3 complex for lamellipodial protrusion, and have 

a requirement for cofi lin for the effi cient initiation of lamelli-

podial protrusion. These results emphasize that generalizations 

about protein function in cell motility from the study of a single 

cell type are not possible given the many alternative pathways 

that contribute to cell migration and the different physiological 

functions of different cell types that contribute different molec-

ular backgrounds as starting points in the analysis. For example, 

suppression of cofi lin in MTC cells, a non metastatic mesenchymal-

type tumor cell with a high polarity of movement (Shestakova 

et al., 1999), led to the formation of multipolar lamellipodia 

and a decrease in the directionality of migration consistent with 

the appearance of multiple lamellipodia whereas the opposite 

was observed in MTLn3 cells. These results suggest that cofi lin 

is involved in the maintenance of both the polar directionality of 

migration in mesenchymal-like non metastatic tumor cells, as in 

MTC cells and as previously described for polarized fibro-

blasts (Dawe et al., 2003), and also in the maintenance of the 

apolar high turning frequency type of migration characteris-

tic of metastatic amoeboid MTLn3 tumor cells. Clearly the 

result of cofi lin suppression is different in these two related 

cell types.

In terms of physiological background, MTLn3 and MTC 

cells are a metastatic and non metastatic cell pair, respectively, 

derived from the same tumor. MTLn3 cells are an example of 

amoeboid chemotactic tumor cells, whereas MTC cells are rep-

resentative of mesenchymal tumor cells (Sahai and Marshall, 

2003; Wolf et al., 2003). Major differences in mRNA targeting 

and dependence of migration in 3D ECM microenvironments 

on cell surface protease activity have been detected where 

MTLn3 cells fail to target mRNAs and exhibit protease in-

dependent migration while MTC cells target mRNA and require 

protease activity for their migration (Shestakova et al., 1999; 

Wyckoff et al., 2006). Failure to target mRNA by MTLn3 cells 

is correlated with random amoeboid movement and enhanced 

chemotaxis to EGF and both phenotypes can be suppressed by 

rescuing mRNA targeting by expression of ZBP1, which causes 

unipolar directional migration and inhibition of chemotaxis 

(Wang et al., 2004). ZBP1 is responsible for binding and target-

ing of β-actin mRNA and other functionally related mRNAs 

such as the Arp2/3 complex subunits to one location in the cell 

to defi ne the leading edge (Huttelmaier et al., 2005; Mingle 

et al., 2005). Our fi nding here that the suppression of cofi lin 

 expression transforms the amoeboid behavior of metastatic 

MTLn3 cells into the mesenchymal behavior of non metastatic 

MTC cells suggests that cofi lin is a good target for therapeutics 

that are directed toward the most aggressive tumor cells in 

mammary tumors, i.e., amoeboid tumor cells like MTLn3 

(Condeelis and Segall, 2003; Sidani et al., 2006). This is sup-

ported by observations that the activity status of the cofilin 

pathway is directly correlated with metastatic potential in mam-

mary tumors (Mouneimne et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2007a). 

Figure 9. Activated Rac rescues the elongated pheno-
type of the cofi lin siRNA knockdown cells. (A) Constitu-
tively active GFP-RacQ61L was able to rescue the 
elongated phenotype of the CF KD cells. (A) L/W ratio of 
control and CF KD cells transfected with GFP-RacQ61L. 
CF KD Cells transfected with control GFP plasmid showed 
elongated phenotype compared with control cells treated 
with the same plasmid. (B) CF KD cells transfected with 
GFP-RacQ61L (red arrowheads in right panel), have nor-
mal phenotype as opposed to CF KD cells that are not 
transfected with the plasmid (white arrows in left panel). 
Bar, 10 μm. For A, at least 70 cells/group were ana-
lyzed. (C–E) Quantifi cation of the dynamics of protrusions 
as measured by kymography (analyzed for cells in serum, 
as explained in Fig. 5 legend). (C) Distance of protrusion, 
(D) protrusion rate, and (E) persistence of protrusion.
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Cofi lin may be involved in mRNA targeting and/or defi ning the 

location of the Arp2/3 complex. Further work on how cofi lin 

may affect mRNA targeting and cell surface protease activity, 

to affect in different ways the shape and migration pheno-

types of MTLn3 and MTC cells, may be helpful in the design of 

such therapeutics.

A synergy between cofi lin and Arp2/3 
complex
Previous reports have shown that there is a synergistic inter-

action between the Arp2/3 complex and cofilin which can 

contribute to lamellipodial extension (DesMarais et al., 2004). 

Our results indicate that CF KD causes a signifi cant change in the 

localization of the Arp2/3 complex which becomes asymmetri-

cally localized to one end of the cell. The relocalization of the 

Arp2/3 complex is involved in the directional motility behavior 

of the CF KD cells because the DB KD cells showed reversion 

to the apolar random walking motility characteristic of MTLn3 

cells. This observation supports the synergy between cofi lin and 

Arp2/3 complex reported previously in vitro where cofi lin is 

observed as a fi rst step to initiate actin polymerization, and then 

Arp2/3 complex-mediated dendritic nucleation follows on the 

cofi lin-generated fi laments as a later step (Ichetovkin et al., 

2002). This is consistent with the observation in vivo that cofi lin 

enters the leading edge earlier than the Arp2/3 complex imme-

diately before the start of lamellipod extension (DesMarais 

et al., 2004). In the absence of cofi lin, the Arp2/3 complex is 

confi ned to the sides of actin fi laments that are not saturated with 

tropomyosin because tropomyosin inhibits the binding of Arp2/3 

complex to F-actin (Blanchoin et al., 2001). This is predicted to 

generate a self-reinforcing accumulation of Arp2/3 activity in 

one location wherever tropomyosin-free mother fi laments are 

initially located (Ichetovkin et al., 2002) unless there is some 

other factor like cofi lin that can generate tropomyosin-free fi la-

ments throughout the periphery of the cell for use by Arp2/3 

complex (Fig. 10).

These considerations may explain the sequence of actin 

polymerization transients observed in metastatic tumor cells 

such as MTLn3 (Mouneimne et al., 2004) after EGF stimula-

tion. MTLn3 cells exhibit early and late barbed end transients in 

response to EGF stimulation where the early transient at 1 min 

is PLC and cofi lin dependent, and the late transient at 3 min is 

PI3-kinase and Arp2/3 complex dependent (Chan et al., 2000; 

Mouneimne et al., 2004). These results are consistent with a role 

for cofi lin in initiating actin polymerization that subsequently 

determines the location of Arp2/3 complex for polymerization 

and protrusion.

Consistent with the involvement of Arp2/3 complex in the 

CF KD phenotype was the fi nding that the expression of acti-

vated Rac was able to rescue the elongated phenotype of CF KD 

cells allowing the cells to protrude uniformly around the periph-

ery resulting in the return to apolar protrusion morphology. This 

presumably resulted from the activation of the Arp2/3 complex 

by activated Rac thereby bypassing the need for cofilin in 

Figure 10. Cofi lin sets the directionality of cancer 
cells. In comparing untreated (left) and cofi lin sup-
pressed (right) cells, current work and previous reports 
(Ghosh et al., 2004), have shown that cofi lin is impor-
tant for the motility for mammary cancer cells. This 
study shows that decreasing cofi lin levels using siRNA 
or by LIM kinase overexpression, changes the cell 
“random walking” behavior resulting from frequent 
turning into a directional motility resulting from in-
frequent turning. The change in phenotype seen is re-
lated to the ability of cofi lin to determine the location 
of Arp2/3 complex by supplying new fi laments for 
dendritic nucleation (left). Cofi lin suppression causes 
the localization of Arp2/3 complex to one region of 
the cell which becomes the front of the cell causing lin-
ear walking. This relocalization is determined by the 
availibilty of tropomyosin-free fi laments in cofi lin sup-
pressed cells (right). Lower cofi lin levels also caused 
changes in membrane protrusion dynamics; CF KD 
cells had lower frequency and velocity of protrusion 
than control cells.
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potentiating Arp2/3 activity around the cell periphery. Consis-

tent with this hypothesis was the fi nding that the expression of 

activated Rac in CF KD cells also increased the size and stabil-

ity of protrusions beyond that obtained by knocking down co-

fi lin alone.

Materials and methods
Cell lines and plasmids
MTLn3 and MTC cells (rat mammary adenocarcinoma cell line) were main-
tained in α-MEM (GIBCO BRL) with 5% FBS, as described previously 
(Segall et al., 1996; Bailly et al., 1998). For the Rac rescue experiment, 
18 h after administration of the cofi lin siRNA, cells were transfected with 
the GFP-RacQ61L plasmid (a gift from Dr. Klaus Hahn; University of North 
Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC) for 18 h before cells were analyzed (36 h in 
total after siRNA transfection).

siRNA and transfection procedure
The non-silencing siRNA (A A T T C T C C G A A C G T G T C A C G T ), designed 
against a bacterial target sequence and the cofi lin siRNA designed against 
(A A G G T G T T C A A T G A C A T G A A A ), were purchased from QIAGEN. 
The scrambled siRNA (A A G G T G T C T A A T G A C A T A A A G ), purchased from 
Ambion, was generated by scrambling the cofi lin siRNA and blasted to assure 
the absence of any possible target sequence. Cells were transfected with 
the siRNA in the presence of oligofectamine (Invitrogen). The transfec-
tion was terminated after 4 h by using α-MEM containing 15% FBS. For the 
DB KD, both siRNAs were added simultaneously to the cells. The p34 
siRNA was designed against the following sequence (A A G G A A C T T C A G-
G C A C A C G G A ). All experiments in the paper were performed 36 h after 
siRNA transfection.

Western blot analysis and antibodies
Whole cell lysates were prepared as described previously (Mouneimne 
et al., 2004). Anti-p34 antibody (Upstate Biotechnology), anti-Arp3 antibody 
(Santa Cruz Biotechnology), and anti-actin antibody were purchased from 
Sigma-Aldrich. Anti-cofi lin (chicken IgY) antibody was raised against puri-
fi ed recombinant full-length rat cofi lin. For N-WASP and WAVE2, specifi c 
monoclonal Ig rabbit antibodies were used (generous donation from 
Dr. Tadaomi Takenwa’s Lab; Tokyo University, Tokyo, Japan). GTPases were 
pulled down from MTLn3 lysates, and their activity was detected using 
Western blotting as described (El-Sibai et al., 2007).

Microscopy, kymography, and immunofl uorescence quantifi cation
Pictures were taken using either a 20× NA 0.75 or 60× NA 1.4 infi nity-
corrected optics on a microscope (model IX170; Olympus) supplemented 
with a computer-driven cooled CCD camera and operated by IPLab Spec-
trum software (VayTek). For EGF stimulation, time-lapse series were re-
corded at a rate of 1 frame/10 s, and analyzed in ImageJ. For time lapse, 
cells were initially transfected on 100-mm culture dishes, split after 12 h 
onto glass-bottom dishes (MatTek Corporation). After 24 h, cells were then 
washed twice with Leibovitz's L15 medium (GIBCO BRL), and imaged in 
L15 (with 5% FBS) media overlaid with mineral oil on a 37°C stage, for 45 min 
or 12 h (at a rate of 2 frames/min). Analysis of more than 4 h was not feasible 
because during the time lapse, imaged cells divided or crawled out of the 
fi eld of imaging. Data collected from movies captured for 45 min or 4 h, gave 
similar results, and conclusions. For the MTC cell line, cells were plated 
on collagen-coated glass bottom dishes for at least 24 h before imaging. 
For kymography, lines were used to generate kymographs (at least 3 lines 
were drawn/cell) from time-lapse series taken over 20 min, and acquired 
at 10 or 30 s intervals using 20 or 60× objectives.

For tropomyosin analysis, images were analyzed using a macro 
designed to measure cell edge fl uorescence intensity developed by the 
Analytical Imaging Facility (AIF) of the Albert Einstein College of Medicine. 
Cells were traced and the macro automated the collection of pixel intensity 
in a perimeter of the cell starting at 1.98 μm outside the cell and extending 
to 4.18 μm inside the cell in 0.22-μm steps (background was automatically 
subtracted from the measured mean fl uorescence intensity. For myosin II 
experiment, cells were stained with myosin II A and B antibodies (gift from 
Dr. Anne Bresnick).

F-actin analysis
Cells were fi xed and stained using rhodamine-phalloidin. Actin analysis 
was performed as described previously (Zebda et al., 2000). In brief, cells 

were double-blind scored and subdivided into three categories: cells exhib-
iting normal F-actin, prominent F-actin structures (thicker stress fi bers); and 
F-actin aggregates (cells containing F-actin aggregates). Control cells were 
analyzed in comparison to representative control cells, and CF KD cells were 
scored in comparison to representative CF KD cells.

Dynamic image analysis system (DIAS) parameter analysis
Time lapse video microscopy images were processed using Image J soft-
ware. Cells were either traced in ImageJ, or using DIAS. Cell shape (Table I) 
and motility parameters (Figs. 3–5) were then calculated using DIAS, as 
described in (Wessels et al., 1998), and plotted in Excel. For Fig. 5, un-
wrapping was done by conversion from polar to rectangular coordinates 
(centroid of the cell being the origin). The unwrapped points are plotted 
with (X1,Y1) coordinates, where X is the point of the boundary of the 
shape and Y is the angle of the vector connecting the centroid to the bound-
ary point.

Length to width ratio measurement
The length/width ratio (L/W) was calculated using ImageJ, as follows: 
length was scored as the Feret’s diameter of the cell [the longest distance 
between any two points along the boundary] (Fig. 2 A, black line); width 
was scored as the secondary axis of the best fi t ellipse of the circled cells 
(Fig. 2 A, white line).

Micropipette and the EGF upshift assays
The micropipette assay was performed as described previously (Mouneimne 
et al., 2004). Time-lapse series were taken using 20× objectives on a 
microscope and analyzed using Image J. Cells were divided into two 
 areas, front and the back of the stimulated cells, defi ned in reference to 
shape of the elongated-CF KD cells. The front was designated as the lead-
ing edge of the elongated cell, while the back refers to the elongated tail 
of the cell. In case of control cells, which lack distinctive elongated front 
and back polarity, polarized cells were chosen to be consistent with the 
shape of the CF KD cells and also compared with control cells chosen at 
random. The EGF upshift assay was performed as described previously 
(Mouneimne et al., 2004). In brief, cells were starved in L15 medium 
(GIBCO BRL) supplemented with 0.35% BSA for 3 to 4 h. Cells were 
then stimulated with a bath application of 5 nM EGF (Invitrogen), treated 
at 37°C.

Online supplemental material
Fig. S1: analysis of the cofi lin siRNA shows high effi ciency in suppressing 
cofi lin levels with specifi city. Fig. S2: the directionality and persistence of CF KD 
cells can be rescued by reexpression of Human cofi lin plasmid. Fig S3: 
perturbing cofi lin levels by overexpression of LIMK in MTLn3 changes their 
motility behavior. Fig S4: cofi lin knockdown suppresses EGF-induced pro-
trusion, but does not affect the presence of the lamellipodium. Fig. S5: the 
distribution of myosin II isoforms in cofi lin knockdown cells. Video 1: con-
trol MTLn3 cells exhibit random walking behavior. Video 2: cofi lin siRNA 
knockdown cells show a directional motility behavior. Video 3: expression 
of the WT(∆H) cofi lin plasmid rescues the directional walking behavior 
characteristic of the cofi lin siRNA knockdown cells. Video 4: upon EGF 
stimulation, control MTLn3 cells exhibit lamellipod extension and accumula-
tion of F-actin at the leading edge of the lamellipod. Video 5: cofi lin siRNA 
knockdown suppresses EGF-induced F-actin assembly and protrusion in 
MTLn3 cells. Video 6: expression of the WT(∆H) cofi lin plasmid rescues the 
suppression of the EGF-induced F-actin assembly and protrusion observed 
in the cofi lin knockdown cells. Online supplemental material is available at 
http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200707009/DC1.
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